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1 - Introduction

STUDIO
Mills + McCullough are people focused Architects with studios in
Edinburgh + Aberdeen.
We work throughout the UK delivering projects of varied scales and
type.
Our experience stretches across many sectors including community,
residential + civic architecture - with specific expertise working within
sensitive contexts.

EMAIL
info@mills-mccullough.com

PHONE
Stephen McCullough - 07702 116303
Nick Mills - 07809 677120

WEB
mills-mccullough.com

We are passionate about working with our clients to create
exceptional spaces that are a joy to live, work and gather in.
Our process ensures that the end results truly reflect your needs +
aspirations.
We create well considered architecture that has capacity to
delight and make the everyday extraordinary.

Nick + Stephen

C R E AT I V I T Y + C O M M U N I C AT I O N

DELIVERY

Creative thinking, effective dialogue and knowledge sharing is central

We are committed to delivering projects efficiently, economically

to our work. This is achieved through listening, reflection, reasoning

and reliably, whilst concurrently ensuring that design excellence and

and clear communication.

architectural quality is maintained.

We encourage a dynamic relationship with our clients and work

Our approach is to facilitate the formation of good working

collectively to achieve your aspirations.

relationships and clear communication with clients, consultants,
statutory bodies and contractors. We believe that this is paramount to

We are open minded, adaptable and creative in our approach as we

2 - Our Approach

work with you to develop and deliver your brief with simple elegance.

successfully realising any construction project.

IN OUR CLIENTS’ WORDS
Our work is best described by our clients. We have asked some of
our recent clients to describe how they have found the process of
working with us to deliver their projects. We have asked permission to
share this information + contact details with you - should you wish to

3 - Project Testimonials

ask them anything about their experience.

R E S T O R AT I O N + E X T E N S I O N
C AT E G O R Y B L I S T E D B U I L D I N G - E D I N B U R G H

‘Nick and Stephen are a real pleasure to work with. They listen
carefully to the client brief and respond with inventive, elegant
and thoughtful solutions. They pay fantastic attention to practical
details but this is coupled with great aesthetic sense. They work
hard in the pursuit of excellence and communicate well at every
stage of the process. I can’t recommend them highly enough.’

NEIL MACMILLAN
neil@freechurch.org

E X T E N S I O N + A LT E R AT I O N S
EDINBURGH

‘We have thoroughly enjoyed partnering with Nick and Stephen on
our project.  They paid close attention to the brief we gave them,
taking into account our ideas and needs as a family, and came up
with an exceptional design. Their ideas and application took our
project beyond our expectations and we are delighted with the
progress and can’t wait until the build is finished.

When appointing an architect to our project it was essential for
us that we could rely on them for everything we needed, from
the major decisions through to the finishing touches. What really
impressed us with Nick and Stephen was that their drive and
enthusiasm for our project was still there even after a year of
working together.

During complex periods of our build, when unexpected issues
arose, Nick and Stephen were instrumental in helping to ensure
our project stayed on track. Their problem solving and project
management skills are exceptional, and alongside their obvious
skills as architects, we are delighted to have appointed them to our
project.’
SCOTT + EILIDH
scottgdenham@icloud.com
eilidhcraigie@hotmail.com

NEW BUILD DWELLING
NORTHERN IRELAND

‘Mills + McCullough fulfilled our brief in a way we had not
considered possible, creating a fluid series of spaces in response to
our site while keeping the footprint within our limitations. Stephen
and Nick have been very innovative in developing a design with
which we are delighted. We would recommend them, they are
knowledgeable and forward thinking in their approach while
offering an extremely professional yet personal service.’

I VA N & A N N E
ivan@axiswoodwork.co.uk
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